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otherwise expected, . This and other characteristics prove
this magnificent UBU SASAHO YARI was a holding of their
great house. The HOSOKAWA, the premier NAMBOKU and
MUROMACHI family in KYOTO, undoubtedly took special
interest in the works of the greatest YAMASHIRO sword
smith of their time, HEIANJO stylist, SANJO YOSHINORI.
NAGASA: 38.6cm, 2 MEKUGI-ANA, 46cm UBU NAKAGO.
An arrow-point battle scar resides in the HABAKI-MOTO.
A shinning JI-NIE evenly veils the extremely moist,
YAMASHIRO steel. This is a very special importance for this
piece, the knit HADA and luminescent steel are a rare and
noticeable beauty, always commented upon by appraisal
experts as unusual YAMASHIRO work. SUGU KO-MIDARE
HOTSURE BA in fine and colorful KO-NIE shows KINSUJI in
lush SUNAGASHI which pulls NIJUBA throughout the HA.
Signed, SANJO YOSHINORI - this sword enjoys both
Mr Yoshikawa's NTHK, and NBTHK, HOZON KANTEI-SHO.
This JI-GANE and SUNAGASHI are guaranteed to fill the eyes
with awe, to quote the shinsa, just as it did for the
HOSOKAWA. This is a long, UBU, high provenance YARI by
the greatest MUROMACHI, YAMASHIRO smith.
Was $13000 - now incredibly, only $10,000
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